Automotive
HGS Optimizes Customer Experience
and Improves Net Promoter Scores for
Major Auto Brands

Building Solutions to Focus on the Experience throughout the Automotive Journey
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Our HGS Consumer Journey approach views the buying experience
through the eyes of your customer.

Today’s automotive industry is navigating complex challenges: increased market competition, shrinking
margins, and an ever-higher bar for customer service delivery. There is a need for focus in particular areas
of CX enhancement and revenue generation, including:

Lead generation

Emergency roadside assistance

With our decades of experience in the automotive sector, HGS is a proven and trusted partner. We support
brands both in North America as well as in emerging markets. Our contact center expertise combined with
our proprietary automotive CRM system, ability to create customer insights through actionable analytics,
and unified engagement strategy helps our clients maintain the competitive edge to win in today’s market.
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Complete Automotive Customer Lifecycle Support
HGS Automotive Solutions and Services
HGS helps automotive companies develop a full lifecycle view of the evolving customer experience—from
brand awareness to after-sales interactions, to provide more customized support and offerings:
• Our proprietary automotive CRM system, comprehensive knowledgebase, and analytics maps
customer behavior, allowing quick responses and improving accountability.
• HGS’s consultative approach converts the contact center to a revenue generation center through
cross selling and up selling of products, insurance, and warranties. We have the ability to capture
complaints, inquiries, and direct engagement with consumers in our automotive CRM system and
create proactive resolutions. HGS agents are trained to close loops on the most complex scenarios
and leads generated to ensure exemplary brand experience.
• Our proven process of managing emergencies and 24x7 roadside assistance provides immediate
assistance to customers at their moment of need. In North America, HGS offers an Uber-like app to
track the progress of towing assistance and an extensive towing network powered by Nation Safe
Drivers.

Driving Customer Loyalty to Automakers and
Dealers
• HGS improves customer retention by creating a seamless experience, removing dissatisfiers, increasing
customer loyalty, and sharpening our clients’ competitive edge.
• HGS creates exemplary brand experience through efficient and effective customer care, always open,
easy to do business with, reducing customer effort leading to better customer satisfaction and higher Net
Promoter Scores.
• We drive increased cost savings, due to built-in efficiency, automation, and digital transformation.
• HGS business insights drive continuous improvement, supported by increased automation for faster
resolution, and improved customer experience.
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Our Tangible, Measurable Results
HGS provides end-to-end automotive expertise to address all stages of the consumer journey:
Consideration, Reserve, Buy
• For an up-and-coming automotive shopping website, HGS converts 80% of our SMS
contacts to leads.
Drive
• HGS Colombia drives revenue generation of 34% in sales conversion for an international
bus company’s premium bus line.
Service or Warranty
• For an international motors company, we do real-time consolidation of customer complaints
and equipment inventory tracking.
Reviews, Renew or Retain
• HGS provides emergency roadside service dispatch, for 90% of calls answered in 30
seconds, for an Indian automobile leader.

About HGS
A global leader in business process management (BPM) and optimizing the customer experience lifecycle, HGS is helping make its
clients more competitive every day. HGS combines technology-powered services in automation, analytics and digital with domain
expertise focusing on back office processing, contact centers and HRO solutions to deliver transformational impact to clients.
Visit www.teamhgs.com to learn how HGS can help make your business more competitive.
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